Why addressing ethical
questions in AI will beneﬁt
organizations

What do we mean by ethics in AI?
Clear, consistent, and
understandable in its working

Transparent

Allows third-parties to asses data
inputs and provide assurance that
the outputs can be trusted

Ability to explain the workings in
language people can understand

Ethics in AI

Auditable

Explainable and
Interpretable

Ethical purpose,
build, and use

Ability to see how results can vary with
changing inputs

Eliminates or reduces the impact of
bias on certain users

Fair

Examples of ethical issues emerging
from the use of AI

Using AI to screen job applicants that
results in a disproportionate selection
of candidates across gender, ethnicity,
age, or other factors

Using AI for surveillance at the
workplace without the consent
of employees

Collecting and processing healthcare
personal data in AI algorithms
without consent

Using an AI system that is not able to
explain how it arrived at a decision to
deny credit or an insurance claim – or
cannot be audited on its
decision-making

Discriminatory pricing or availablity
of products/services resulting from
automated AI decisions

Ethical AI interactions drive consumer
trust and satisfaction
What would you do if you perceive the AI-enabled interaction to be ethical?
Place higher trust in the company

62%

Share your positive experiences with friends
and family

61%

Have higher loyalty towards the company

59%

Purchase more products from the company

55%

Provide high ratings for the company and share
positive feedback on social media

55%

Source: Capgemini Research Institute, Ethics in AI consumer survey, N = 4,447 consumers.

Nearly nine in ten organizations across countries have
encountered ethical issues resulting from the use of AI
In the last 2-3 years, have the below issues resulting from the use and implementation of AI
systems, been brought to your attention? (percentage of executives, by country)
89%

88%

France

Italy

87%

87%

Netherlands Spain

86%

86%

86%

85%

85%

85%

Overall
average

Germany

UK

China

India

US

83%

Sweden

We presented over 40 cases where ethical issues could arise from the use of AI, to executives across sectors.
We asked them whether they encountered these issues in the last 2-3 years.
Source: Capgemini Research Institute, Ethics in AI executive survey, N = 1,580 executives, 510 organizations

The pressure to implement AI is fueling ethical issues
What were the top organizational reasons identiﬁed for bias, ethical concerns, or lack of
transparency in AI systems? (percentage of executives who ranked the reason in top 3)

Pressure to urgently implement AI without
adequately addressing ethical issues

34%

Ethical issues were not considered while constructing AI systems

33%

Lack of resources (funds, people,
technology) dedicated to ethical AI systems

31%

Lack of a diverse team with respect to race,
gender, etc. developing AI systems

29%

Lack of ethical AI code of conduct or the ability
to assess deviation from it

28%

Source: Capgemini Research Institute, Ethics in AI executive and consumer survey, N = 1,580 executives, 510 organizations

Consumers want regulations on the use of AI
Do you think there should be a new law or regulation to regulate the use of AI by organizations?

6%
18%

76%

Disagree

Maybe/don't know

Agree

Source: Capgemini Research Institute, Ethics in AI consumer survey, N = 4,447 consumers.

Executives are starting to realize the importance
of ethical AI and are taking action when
ethical issues are raised
What did your organization do/likely to do with the AI system when ethics
related concerns were/are raised/brought to your notice?

64%
55%

Kick-oﬀ a long-term strategy
to deal with such issues in
the future (allocate budgets,
appoint experts, etc.)

Slow down or implement
a 'watered down' version

41%

39%

Abandon the
system altogether

Issue public apology
as required

Source: Capgemini Research Institute, Ethics in AI executive survey, N = 1,580 executives, 510 organizations

First steps to proactively address ethics in AI
For CXOs, ethics and business leaders
Lay down a strong foundation with a strategy and code of conduct for ethical AI
Develop policies that deﬁne acceptable practices for the workforce
Build awareness of ethical issues across the organization
Create ethics governance structures and ensure accountability for AI systems
Build diverse teams to inculcate sensitivity to ethical issues.

For customer and employee facing
teams such as HR and Marketing
Ensure ethical usage of AI systems
Educate and inform users to build
trust in AI systems
Empower users with more control
and ability to seek recourse
Proactively communicate on AI
issues internally and
externally to build trust.

AI, data, and IT teams
Make AI systems transparent and understandable to
gain users’ trust
Practice good data management and
mitigate potential biases in data
Use technology tools to build ethics in AI

Some organizations are taking the right steps to implement AI ethically
GE Healthcare - workforce diversity
and mature data practices
Employs a diverse workforce in
AI teams
Source clean data and speciﬁes its
usage terms

Telefónica - wide application of
ethics guidelines

Scotiabank - holistically improve
AI outcomes

Enforce ethical guidelines for AI

Uses AI to improve outcomes for
customers and the society as well

Applying it across partners
and providers

Monitors systems and sets
accountability for ethical issues
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